DIGITAL TIRE INFLATING GUN

Thank you for selecting this quality Griot's product. The **Digital Tire Inflating Gun** uses a large easy to read pressure gauge with measurements in PSI, BAR, KPA or CM². A locking air chuck provides easy one handed operation. A bleeder valve allows the user to release air from the tire to adjust the pressure as needed. Enjoy the best!

USEFUL INSTRUCTIONS

**IMPORTANT NOTE:** The **Digital Tire Inflating Gun** must be turned "ON" before attaching to the valve stem. Failure to do this will result in an inaccurate reading and over-inflation of tires.

To start, connect the inflation gun to a regulated air supply hose using the inlet fitting located at the base of the handle. Maximum supply pressure should not exceed 150 PSI. Activate the LCD by pressing the ON/UNIT button located on the bottom left side of the gauge face. Press and hold the ON/UNIT button to select the desired measurement unit. Readings in PSI are displayed in 0.5 PSI increments.

To inflate and check your tire pressure, press down on lock lever and push the air chuck firmly onto the valve stem. Release the lock lever to hold the air chuck into place. Read the air pressure on the gauge face and adjust as needed. To inflate the tire pull the trigger lever located on the front of the handle until air is emitted. Release the lever to read the pressure. Repeat this operation until the desired pressure is displayed on the LCD read out. If the tire is over inflated, pull the trigger lever halfway through its travel to release air from the tire. Release the lever to read the pressure. Repeat this operation until the desired pressure is shown on the LCD read out.

The LCD read out is equipped with a back light feature. Activate the back light by pressing the LIGHT button located on the bottom center of the gauge face. Once the desired tire pressure is set, unlock the air chuck by pressing down on the lock lever and pulling the chuck away from the valve stem. When finished you may turn the unit off by pressing the OFF button located on the bottom right of the gauge face. The unit will automatically turn off after one minute of non use.

**BATTERIES**
The **Digital Tire Inflating Gun** uses two #CR2032 button-style 3-volt batteries.

**WARNINGS AND CAUTIONS!**
The pressure gauge should not receive knocks or blows; if it does the accuracy of the gauge could be affected. Keep the **Digital Tire Inflating Gun** in the storage container when not in use. Always store the **Digital Tire Inflating Gun** in a safe place, out of the reach of children. Avoid connecting the supply hose with a pressure above 150 PSI. Avoid connecting the air chuck to sources which have a pressure higher than the pressure capacity of the gauge, 150 PSI. This gun should only be used with regulated air. Do not use the **Digital Tire Inflating Gun** in ways other than those described in the operation instructions.

**DISCLAIMER**
Griot's Garage is not responsible for any misuse of the **Digital Tire Inflating Gun** for any injury or damage incurred to any person or object related to the **Digital Tire Inflating Gun**.

**ANSWERS TO YOUR QUESTIONS**
Should you want to order another **Digital Tire Inflating Gun** or for a complete selection of quality Griot's Garage products, please write or call us toll-free at 800-345-5789. Or visit our website: www.griotsgarage.com. Reorder item number 92570.

*Have fun in your garage!*